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Congruence-kernels
A congruence 9 on a distributive pseudocomplemented lattice (L; v, A, *, 0, l ) is a congruence of the l a t t i c e (L; v, A, 0, l ) which also has the substitution property for the ^-operation. At times i t will be convenient to refer to such a congruence as a ^-congruence. For such a congruence 0 , ker(G) = {x € L : x = 0(9)} and coker(9) = {x € L : x = 1(9)} are called, respectively, the kernel and cokernel of 0 . A subset J of L is called a congruence-kernel (respectively congruence-aokernel) i f J = ker(9) (respectively J = coker(9) ) for some ^-congruence 9 on L .
The purpose of this section is to characterize the congruence-kernels of a given algebra (L; V, A, *, 0, 1) and-also to describe the smallest and largest congruences on L which have a given congruence-kernel as their common kernel. The necessary prerequisite information on the variety of a l l distributive pseudocomplemented lattices can be obtained from Chapter 3 of Gratzer's recent book [4] . We begin with some preliminary results on distributive lattices which will be useful both in this section and in the later sections. (J) and R{J) we refer respectively to [4] and [JO] . (J) then, according to Lemma 1.1 (i) , x A 2 € J for some z € £\P . Then y l\ z i J and so y € P . By symmetry, we conclude that x £ P if and only i f y £ P , that i s , x = y [R(P)) . Thus, R(J) c D{/?(P) : P £ h(J)} . But J = n(P : P t ft(J)} and so J is a congruence class of L modulo I"l{/?(P) : P € fe(J)} . Hence n{/?(P) : P € h(J)} c i? (J) . Part (i) i s now proved. 
For any P € h(J) , i t is clear that ©
Lat (^) E 0 L a t ( p ) •
Proof. Suppose that x, y i L and that x i y \v[F) ° V[F)) .
Then, x A f^ = z A f ± and z A f g = t/ A / 2 for some 3 € L , /^ £ F and
The lemma now follows from symmetry.
•
The next result describes congruence-cokernels in a distributive pseudocomplemented l a t t i c e ; i t will be useful throughout the entire paper. 
Proof. (i) •* (ii).
Suppose that J = ker(0) for some ^-congruence 0 . Then J is certainly a lattice-ideal and, for x Z J , x i 0 (0) , so that x** = 0"* = 0 (0) , and hence (ii) holds for J .
, and we have also described the smallest ^-congruence having J as i t s kernel. The implication (iv) =* (ii) follows from Lemma 1.1 (iii) so that i t remains to establish that (-Li) = » (iii) and (iii) =* (iv).
(ii) ** (iii).
Let J^ satisfy (•££>* and suppose that P is a minimal prime ideal belonging to J . Let x £ P . By Lemma 1.1 (i) , x A z £ J for some z £ L\P . Then x** A z** = (x A z)** £ J and so *** £ P , since P is prime and z £ z** . Then, by Lemma 1.1 (iii), P is a minimal prime ideal.
(tit,) •» (iv). Each ideal in a distributive lattice is the intersection of all the minimal prime ideals belonging to i t . Hence (iv) follows from (iii) .
• THEOREM 1.6. Let J be a given congruence-kernel in a distributive pseudocomplemented lattice {L; v, A, *, 0, l ) . The following conditions relating to an equivalence relation $ on L are equivalent: 
Proof. (i) <==> (ii).
By Theorem 1.5> each minimal prime ideal belonging to J i s a minimal prime ideal. Hence, by Lemma 1 . 1 , R(P) i s a ^-congruence for each P £ h(J) and so Lemma 1.2 implies that R(J) i s a *-congruence. I t i s now evident that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. and ("U,) are equivalent.
(
ii) <=> (Hi). Because of the equivalence of (iii) , (iv) , and (v) it
is clear that the relation $ of (iii) is a *-congruence vith ker$ = J and hence $ c i?(t7) . It remains to establish the reverse inequality.
Let P be a minimal prime ideal and suppose that x = y [Rip)) for given x, y € L . Then x, ;/ € P or x, y £ L\P . In the first case 
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
is an easy consequence of Theorems 1.6 and 1.5. 
The congruences £ (J)
Because of Theorem 1.5, the congruence-kernels of a distributive pseudocomplemented lattice are precisely its a-ideals, in the sense of [2] . The following lemma is thus an easy consequence of [2, Propositions 3.2, 3-3]; i t is easy to provide a direct proof and so details are omitted. 
(L) of congruence-kernels of L and the lattice K(L/Q) of congruence-kernels of L/Q . Hence the map P -*• 6(P) is a bisection of the set of minimal prime ideals of L which contain kerO onto the set of minimal prime ideals of L/Q .
Proof. Let J € K{L) be such that kerO c J and suppose that x € Q*Q (J) . Hence 0(x) = 6(a) for some a € J , and so 6(x A a") = 6(x) A 8(a)* = 0 implies that x * a* £ ker0 c J . If P is a minimal prime ideal containing J i t follows from Lemma 1.1 that x £ P . Because of Theorem 1.5, x € J and so 8 8(J) = J .
I t is now clear that the first statement of the lemma holds and from this we immediately obtain the second statement, because Theorem 1.5 and Then (i) for any n (not necessarily distinct) minimal prime ideals P x , P 2 , ..., P n in L , L/0(P 1 n P 2 n . . . n P j € B n , Proof. (i) L/Q[P n P n . . . n P ) has, at most, n distinct minimal prime ideals. This follows from Lemma 2.2 since P . , P^ P are the only minimal prime ideals of L containing P.. n P n ... n P .
Thus part (i) follows from Lemma 2.3-(ii)
The dual of Lemma 1.2 (ii) implies that flWF) : F i s a prime f i l t e r in L) = (o_ .
L Recall that ideal P is prime if and only if L\P is a prime f i l t e r . By Lemma l.U, V!(LXP) is a ''-congruence and i t is clear that ker(4'(£\P)} = 0(P) and so Q[O(P)) C V(L\P) .
Combining this information we obtain: fl{6(0(P)} : P is a prime ideal} = to. . Then, part (ii) is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.3 (Hi) and Lemma 1.1 (ii).
• Let J be a congruence-kernel in a distributive pseudocomplemented l a t t i c e L . , (i = 1 , . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m) , i n L\ .
I'd j
For any x. , . . . , x € L , i t is easy to see that We end t h i s section with the following r e s u l t . The l a s t statement of the theorem follows from Theorem 1. 6 (iii) . O
In the next section we will consider conditions on L which ensure that the map J i-• E (J) preserves finite meets even when 1 £ n £ a) . (0(c7) ) . Then, by Theorem 1.5, a A x* = b A x* for some x € J . Using the hypothesis imposed on J and working in the l a t t i c e of ideals of L , we obtain
Hence a = b (9 L a t (^)) and so B(j) = Q^iJ) • °I t should be noted that any ideal J of the distributive pseudocomplemented lattice L is necessarily a congruence-kernel if
, and we will refer to such ideals as special congruence-kernels. It is easy to see that L is a Stone lattice, that i s , L € B, , if and only if each congruence-kernel is a special congruence-kernel. Using this observation we now come to our final result. 
Proof. By the previous theorem, R permutes with G T (.J) = Q{J)
.Lat and so B(J) = R o Q (j) (Theorem 1.6 (iv)).
Thus x = y[R{J)) implies that x** = z** and z v a = y v a for some a Z J . In any Stone l a t t i c e , (e v t)** = s** v t** i s an identity, and so we obtain (x v a ) * * = (y v a)** for some a € <7 . The converse follows from the same identity and Theorem 1.6 (Hi).
